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Yet another gift to urban playkind comes from an artist named Graham Coreil-Allen
(http://grahamprojects.com/). Today, we look at two of his crosswalk creations. The first, called
“Hopscotch Crosswalk Colossus (http://grahamprojects.com/projects/hopscotch-crosswalkcolossus/),” is a game offering, should you choose to take it.
He explains, poetically:

“

“

The Monumental City is played by giants among many – the business person, the
bird, the worker and you. Hopscotch Crosswalk Colossus is an intersection of four
oversized hopscotch-court-crosswalks, each featuring a quintessential Baltimore
path-print. Featuring the shoe, the bird track, the boot and the footprint, the project
is a monument to the people who populate the Bromo Tower Arts & Entertainment
District and make Baltimore The Greatest City in America.
(http://www.aplayfulpath.com/wp-

content/uploads/2014/12/11210485796_6ff1bd0ead_k.jpg)North Side: The Shoe
The Towering Businessperson skips east approaching downtown skyscrapers.
East Side: The Bird Track
The Superbird Champion hops south heading to Camden Yards and The Raven’s
Walk.
South Side: The Boot
Wobbling west The Worker passes through a former garment district built by labor.
West Side: The Footprint
The Hippie Artist bounces north with abandon towards lofty digs in the Bromo
Tower Arts & Entertainment District.

Naturally, the vast majority of preoccupied pedestrians will take at most a moment’s notice, and then
walk on, forsaking the art and the invitation to play for expediency. Alas for the expedient many.
However, for the frolicsome few, it will serve as a much-deserved welcome, a recognition, an invitation

to the playful heart of the city.
(http://www.aplayfulpath.com/wpcontent/uploads/2014/12/14730397550_e491d6a25c_k.jpg) And the next of his
hopscotchly interventions, HopXcotch Rivalry
(http://grahamprojects.com/projects/hopxcotch-rivalry/), he explains thusly:

“

HopXcotch Rivalry was two extreme hopscotch courses crossing for
one action packed, two person race. Inspired by the success of my Hopscotch
Crosswalks (http://grahamprojects.com/projects/hopscotch-crosswalk-colossus/) in
downtown Baltimore, this project brought playful pedestrian action to the middle
of Artscape (http://www.artscape.org/)’s Field Day programing along Charles Street.
Participants started at competing ends of the yellow and teal hopscotch paths had to
jump fast while staying on track. The two 50’ long courses met at the middle,
presenting an opportunity for racers to bump each other of course. The easy-tounderstand and play game was enhanced with organized hopscotch tournaments at
scheduled times throughout the Artscape weekend.

It is to love, to take heart in, to celebrate the artist, his art, and the city folk who welcome it. Art is play,
don’t you know. And it is always encouraging when we see it made so publicly accessible.
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